Salon Month

Salon Topics for Salon Year 2018 - 2019
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Definition

September

Digital -Repetition

Any subject showing repetition of lines, shapes, objects, colors etc.

October

Print - Architectural Detail 9/6/2018

The image focuses on a portion of or a detail of a building.

November

Digital - Texture

10/4/2018

Since photographs are two dimensional, texture adds a sense of 3D
complexity to them. Textures are an essential part of photography
because they add drama, interest, variety, and even levels 0f
storytelling to any photo. Textures can really make a black and white
image come to life. Present a photo where texture is the main object or
provides dimension and interest to the main object.

January

Print - Small Town

12/6/2018

Scenic or cityscape of small towns or populated locations, not suburbs,
with population fewer than 10,000.

1/3/2019

Images of guests and occurrences at any event or occasion.
Examples: Parties, family gatherings such as reunions, sporting
events, corporate or charity events. Any photographs taken at a City of
Eagan event qualify. A person or group of people must clearly be the
main subject and a dominant form in the image.

February

Digital - Events

March

Print - Night Photography 2/7/2019

Anything shot after dark. Examples: Milky Way, Auroras, sports after
dark, skylines, street shots, fair rides, etc.

April

Digital - Birds in Flight

3/17/2019

Images of birds in the process of taking off, flying, or landing. No hand
of man.

4/4/2019

Sell the location of your travel so others want to visit. It's not just a
pretty picture, but rather causes the reader to plan their own travel.
Must tell a story. Alterations to the image are acceptable, but the
image must look realistic and no changing the scene or story by
cloning things in or not.

May

Print - Travel

